The African Resistance Movement: a Preface

In the shadow cast by the conflict between the ANC and the
South African governments of the last fifty years are the smaller
stories and histories of individuals and groups who also fought
against of apartheid.

None of them was as large or influential

as the ANC and its well-known leaders; they produced no Mandelas,
Sisulus, or Slovos, but they were no less real for being
overshadowed, and their stories are no less vivid.

There were

other, smaller illegal organizations as strongly committed as the
ANC to the idea of a revolutionary destruction of the machinery
and manipulators of the machinery of apartheid.

But, where the

ANC was ultimately to successfully help bring about the
dismantling of the structures of apartheid, these lesser
movements were broken by the South African police intervention
or internal dissent after only a few years of existence.

The

South African Liberal Party, though hardly socialist or
revolutionary, is an example of a political organisation
struggling against apartheid that was simply and definitively
banned out of existence by the [Botha{?]} government.

Others,

like the subject of the present story were crushed with ruthless
efficiency by the South African Police.
Th• Afric•n Re•i•t•nce Mov•ment (ARM> came into being in
1960 and effectively ceased to exist in 1964.
as an illegal political organization

It was constituted

from the start and by

definition, since its objective was the overthrow, by force, of
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the government of South Africa and the concomit~nt destruction of
apartheid.

The movement, like four or five others of the period,

came into being because of dissatisfaction by a number of
disillusioned individuals with the existing anti-apartheid
movements, especially the ANC, which was then and later the most
powerful, the largest, and the richest of the illegal antiapartheid movements in South Africa.
was relatively homogeneous.

The membership of the ARM

It has somewhat erroneously been

understood to consist of [white], liberal university students who
had become impatient with the South African Liberal party's
committment to nonviolence.
Though its members were committed to violence as the only
realistic means of dislodging or destabilising or even
overthrowing the government, the ARM remained firmly opposed
throughout its e:< i stence to attacking "soft" or human targets
until the political turmoil it had hoped to engender had turned
into an actual guerilla war against the supporters of apartheid.
Ironically, however, it was the actions of three isolated members
who had lost contact with the disintegrating mainstream of
..-

[partly policy that precipitated the total destruction of the
group.

These three were responsible for a bombing which caused

the death of an innocent civilian.

This action occurred after

the police had virtually smashed the group: it was the work of
three desperate and frightened but determined party members who
were trying to keep alive the disintegrating organisation.

It

was an action that ran contrary to policy and practice and which
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would not have been sanctioned by th ■ p•rty l@~d@r §hi~,
The membership of the party remains a matter of uncertainty.
it has been variously estimated as consisting of forty to three
hundred individuals.

Its makeup has been rumoured to have been

of largely of white intellectuals, students, professors,
journalists, schoolteachers, a trickle of left-leaning
businessmen and a mixture of workingclass blacks and so-called
coloured (mixed race).

Stories of bands of black members from

the townships remain in circLllation and have been affirmed by
known former members, but traces of these groups have been
erased possibly for reasons of security.
An important question that arises about this movement is,
first of all, why it existed at all.

At first glance its motive

seems indistinguishable from that of the ANC.

It wished to

destroy apartheid and to replace the white South African
government with a government whose primary purpose would be to
represent and govern all the people of South Africa regardless of
race.

Sharpeville, the massacre of sixty seven, unarmed

protesting blacks, was for many whites and blacks, the final
evidence of the immoveability of the aparteheid system by
peaceful or consensual political means.

The massacre at

Sharpeville in March 1960, caused numerous anti-apartheid
activists to accept finally that the only effective me•ns •of
ending white domination in South Africa was to challenge the
government in the only terms which it seemed capable of
understanding--violent opposition.

The ANC itself, which had to
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that point advanced and practised passive resistance to
apartheid,

founded its military wing (Umkonto We Sizwe) after

the the Sharpeville killings.

The committment to violence was,

for most anti-apartheid activists a reluctant recognition that
reason, persuasion and non-violent resistance of all kinds had
failed and could never succeed in a South African ruled by the
then firmly and definitively entrenched National Party.

That

party was perceived by its opponents to be ruling by violence and
political suppression.

The wholesale arrests during the State of

Emergency that followed Sharpeville indicated too that state
tyranny had begun in earnest.

To combat the increase in the

power that the government gave to itself, including the power to
arrest and detain suspected political activists without charging
them, small groups, other than the ANC, began to form around the
idea of violent response to state violence.

The ARM was one such

group.
Many Anti-apartheid activists found themselves unable for
political reasons to go along with the ANC programme and methods.
One reason for this reluctance was the percpetion of a proCommunist and, worse, pro-Stalinist position that the ANC seemed
to be influenced by.

The Communist Party of South Africa was

felt to have too strong an influence on ANC policy.

Recent

events in South Africa, such as the admission by some key
memebers of the ANC of a too enthusiastic embrace of Stalinist
policies in the sisties, have justified that original suspicion.
This anti-Stalinism came from at least two sides.

There had been
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a• strong Trotskyist element in anti-apartheid politics which
could never have found a home in an ANC, which embraced and was
embraced by Soviet foreign policy.

On the other side, there were

the South African liberals and social democrats.

These people

too had come to see the futility of peaceful protest and
constitutional politics in the South Africa of the early sixties
and some had felt that a violent overthrow of the South African
government was a necessary precursor to the installation of a
non-racial democratic South Africa.

Former communists, some of

whom had been expelled from the party, were also one of the small
homeless political groups of the time.

People from these

disaffected and divergent groups, united by a common desire to
see the end of apartheid, and united, further, in the conviction
that that end was attainable only through violence, found a home
in the African Resistance Movement.

Elements of the the

leadership of the ANC Youth League in the Transvaal who were
dissatisfied with the parent body: a small number of these also
played a somewhat ambiguous part in the ARM.

And

there were

others: people with no pasts in organized politics but who simply
hated apartheid and wished to see it destroyed found the ARM
hospitable to their urge to help end the system.

The leadership

of the ARM, like the leadership of most of the revolutionary
movments of South Africa at this time, tended to be people,
mostly men, with some experience of left-wing politics but little
experience of underground politics.

While the leadership

included people from other walks of life, it was constituted
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chiefly of students and lecturers from the white universities,
intellectuals whose practical knowledge of politics tended to be
theoretical and bookish and that of the active and vigourous
student politics of the period.

A significant feature of the ARM

is, thus, the absence of a shared political ideology beyond the
commitment to revolutionary change.

There was a a vaguely

socialist agenda agreed upon; that is a sense that the wealth of
South Africa would be distributed more equitably after the
revolution, but nothing like the rigourous socialist agenda of
some of the more traditional revolutionary movements of the
period; or even anything as comprehensi vely developed as the
ANC ' s Freedom Charter 1

•

This lack cf a formul•tad political

agenda may well have been a fatal weakness in the structing of
the movement and may have had to do with the dissension that
marred its last couple of years and have contributed to its
demise.

A curious irony resides in the fact in the last few

months of the movement"s existence a first attempt was made to
produce a manifesto of aims and objectives.
The policy of . political openness was expressed in a formal
statement issued in the name of the movement, known in its early
days as the National Committee for the Liberation of South
Africa.

The statement annoLmces i ni ti al 1 y that "on December 20,

1961 it destroyed 4 power lines in Johannesburg":

In the

statement it is noted that "the NCL has taken this action as
there is no longer any legal democratic way to oppose the
Nationalist Government."

It declares, futrther,

"The NCL is a
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non-racial organization whose members hold varying poliitical
opinions (our italics)

our attack is against the Nationalist

Government and not individuals, and our memebers are trained to
protect the lives of people in all circumstances .••. We warn the
Government that we will fight until the last vestige of white
domination has been eradicated.

We stand for a non-racial state

based on equality for all and we will carry on the fight until
this has been achieved."

[Recruitment was first of all carried out among the numbers of
disaffected members of already extant groups with some political
experience.

Those who were first active in the ARM were charged

with recruiting other, sympathetic and potential members from the
society at large.

The relative youth and inexperience of most of

the members led to occasional errors in judgement which could,
and may, have had serious consequences.

On one occasion, the

knowledge that someone was opposed to apartheid led to an
unwarrantable presumption that the person involved would
naturally support armed revolution.

This not being the case led

to some embarrassment but, more seriously, the damaging knowldge

that a revolutionsary movement dedicated ot the violent overthrow
of the state was in proximate existence with at least one of its

members known.

There were black members of the movement.

Indeed, in the trials that followed the breakup of the movement,
three black members were tortured and otherwise persuaded to give
state's evidence agasinst those members the state had decided to
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prosecute.

There remain to this day, unsubstantiable rumours

about the actual numbers of black members in the movement.

The

rumoured membership of blacks ranges from ahandful to two or
three hundred.]
The means by which the ARM and the other larger and smaller
revolutionary movements of the period had hoped to achieve the
overthrow of the government was essentially to embark on a
programme of sabotage of the mechanisms which were presumed to
sustain apartheid.

By blowing up electric pylons, communications

towers, and transportation facilities sufficient political
destabilisation would occur to effectively throw panic and
uncertainty into the people and destroy the credibility of the
government.

The situation would then be ripe for a more militant

revolutionary action.

All in the movement were committed to

never endangering human life in this early stage of the
revolution, and to engaging, ultimately only with the state
military and police.

In retrospect, clearly, the movement was

fuelled more by a powerful loathing for apartheid and an
enthusiasm for action against it, than an informed sense of how
to create conditions for a revolution.

The extent of

unpreparedness for revolution of the ARM became clear in the last
months after the bombing in the Johannesburg railway station when
the government took serious action to crack down on and destroy
the movement.

An awful game of dominoes took place: people were

arrested; their arrests and information extracted under torture
produced more arrests, members fled the country until, in
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shockingly short order, the movement was utterly wiped out.
The members were divided into cells.

Though each person was

known by a nOomme de guerre it is also true that so many of the
individuals knew and had long known each other, that at times
this induced anonymity was rather forced. On paper the ARM was a
national organization based on regions divided into cells.

In

practice the organizational structure was limited to cells in
larger urban centers and the smaller university towns, loosely
organized and structured.

In the early years of its existence,

the basis of organization was the actions themselves.

Cells

would group or individuals would be contacted according to the
needs of the action at hand.

Though the individual cells would

be responsible for the planning of an operation, for practical
purposes the central leadership needed to play a role in
coordinating the action.

Supplies of dynamite, detonators, and

propaganda were made available at their headquarters.

The

attempt to maintain secrecy, which was, theoretically, an
imperative was, however, sometimes compromised by the historic
friendships and acquaintanceships of the many of the members of
the leadership.

From two to four or five people would be

commissioned by the leadership to carry out an action in one or
other of the parts of the country with a membership base.

A

well-carried out action involved an attack on a target like a
comunications tower. The target would have been chosen for its
effectiveness in terms of the publicity it might generate, and
for its capacity to demonstrate the vulnerability of the state.
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In each case the danger to human life was a primary concern~ and
in each case, members of the group made sure, often at risk of
their own lives, that no people would be hurt in the action.

It

must be said that except for the rogue action at the Johannesburg
station--to be discussed later--not once was any person in or out
of the movement injured.

On more than one occasion, there was

very nearly injury to the perpetrators.

There were~ in

addition, some rather hilariously futile and inept attempts at
sabotage that, it may be said, only eggheads could have
perpetrated quite so ingloriously.
cut down a pylon by hand.

One such was the attempt to

After sawing for hours at the steel

legs of the pylon with hands burning from the hot hacksaw, the
alarmed saboteurs, watched as the thing finally gave way only to
settle itself even more firmly in place, slightly shorter but
sturdier and more stable than before and functioning as well as
ever.
For all the occasional amateurishness of some of the
actions, the danger in performing them was real enough.

The law

was clear: the so-called Sabotage Act, which supplied a
sufficiently wide definition of treason against the state to
include even anti-government propaganda, made it clear that the
penalty for such actions could be the death sentence.

The

lifelong experience of a brutal and repressive police force and a
judicial system which had notoriously and consistently been
biased in favour of the repressive government

compelled all

involved to take the possibility of the death sentence very
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seriously, though in the end it was applied only once to that
member of the group whose action had resulted in injury and the
loss of a life.

Thus simple membership in the group carried

danger; participation in an act of sabotage against the state
increased that danger significantly.

In interviews with former

members it is clear that there were those who found the actions
exciting but fraught, while others were simply scared to death.
The willingness to confront danger was a strong mark of the
seriousness of purpose and dedication of the movement.

The

common belief that constitutional resistance was futile and that
the state could not be moved without a violent response to its
own violent suppressions was manifestly a motive for continuing
the fight on these terms.

Older members of the group remembered

resistance movements of the Second World war like the Maquis
while some of the younger were inspired by the example of the
Cuban revolution in which a small handful of people
had brought a corrupt regime to its knees.

Che Guevara's

Handbook to the Revolution was circulated amongst members and
provided what now seems a spurious comparison to the Cuban
situation.

The Cuban comparison, however, made the revolution

South Africa seem possible: enormous odds had been overcome •nd
could be again.

There was undoubtedly a degree of

romanticisation of the revolutionary spirit in the sixties, some
of which rubbed off on the ARM membership.
The early sixties was a period of much anti-apartheid
resistance in South Africa.

There were two other main groups

which practised sabotage in this time of widespread abandoment of
constirutional politics.

The ANC's miltary wing, Umkonto We

Sizwe, was probably the most efficient such group, having more
resources in both numbers and equipment than anyone else.

There

was also Poqo, linked to and inspired by the Pan African
Congress, a more disorganised and perhaps angrier entirely
African organization.

And there was the ARM.

formerly unheard of in the South African context became more and
more frequent in this period.

In these years before the idea of

sabotage and hijacking had become daily fare in the west,
frequent reports of sabotage had an impact on the lives of all
South Africans.

Through these actions, South Africans were

slowly made aware of the existence of a violent opposition to
apartheid and to the organs of state-imposed racial and economic
domination .

A certain amount of fear was generated by these

actions in the white community, and some hope among the black
popL1lation which recognised these as the actions of liberation
movements.

The state crackdown on the these liberation movements

was fast and harsh.
inception.

Poqo was smashed within a year of its

Umkonto was broken up by efficient underground police

actions and surveillance, resulting in the notorious Rivonia
Trial which sent such ANC members as Mandela and Sisulu and nine
others to prison.

The ANC had the resources to carry on the

fight against apartheid from bases outside the country.
In all of this, the ARM remained successfully outside the
police net.

It carried on, performing actions on one or two
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reasons for the choice of an alternative to the ANC, but chief
amongst them are two:

the ANC had come to depend almost

exclusively upon the Soviet Union for its support both
ideological and financial--indeed, had it not been for that
support it is arguable that the movement would have evaporated
long ago.

This relationship had continued through some of the

worst excesses of Stalinism and, relevantly, antimsemitism of the
USSR, and was found unnacceptable by some who had begun to think
that a socialist South Africa could not be built upon beliefs
that had been so tainted.

To this movement also came a number of

disaffected Liberals who were, simply, anti-communist and antisocialist and who believed in a non-racial South Africa which
would, however, preserve aspects of free market enterprise that
would put South Africa squarely into the realm of Western, antiracist, non-communist nations.

Other reasons there certainly

were, but none so ideologically defineable as these.

Most

remarkable, however, is that these two disaffected groups found
each other and felt sufficiently the commonality of their chief
cause, the eradication of apartheid, as to be able to put aside
their more pragmatic political and economic differences.

They

united, then, in a programme of destruction, by violent means, of
the governing apparatus of South Africa.
of various stripes--and liberals.

They were socialists--

They were united too in their

repudiation of the ANC.
The virtual contemporaneity of their history and the fact
that almost all participants are still living and, to an extent,

